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Much work has been directed toward improv~ng the performance of the Se-
quential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) by reducing the expected sample size for . 
' . paremeter values between the two hypothesized o:tes. Lorden (1976) proposed a 
procedure for determining a simple combination of two one-sided SPRT's known 
as the 2-:;-SPRT. This procedure approximately minimizes the expected sample size 
at a givi!n point 80 among all tests with error probabilities controlled at two other 
This report investigates the use of a computer program for applying the 2-
SPRT procedure to three discrete distributions : binomial, Poisson, and negative 
binomial. The user specifies the hypothesized values for 81 and 82 and the respective 
error probabilities, a: and {3. Then a 2-SPRT test for the specified distribution is 
developed using a 80 which, at least asymptotically, has the maximum expected 
sample size. 
Chapter II provides a literature review of the 2-SPRT sampling procedure 
including its introduction and recent development. The 2-SPRT as a solution to 
the Kiefer-Weiss and the modified Kiefer-Weiss problems is discussed. The 2-SPRT 
for the binomial distribution, the Poisson distribution, and the negative binomial 
distribution are also derivec:. 
Chapter III describes the use of the program. Chapter IV analyzes the factors 
that influence the maximum sample size (M), the aw~rage sample number (ASN), the 
95th percentile of the sample size ( N.95 ) and the cpe:rating characteristic function 
1 
2 
(OC). A summary and possible avenues of future r·~search are in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The sequential probal:-.ility ratio test (SPRT) was developed by \:Vald, 1947. 
Its purpose is to decide on the basis of a sequen~'e of independent observations 
X 1 ,X2 , ... whether 81 or 82 is the true value of f•1e parameter() where the error 
probabiJities are at most a and {3. Wald's SPP.T has a remarkable optimality 
property; that is, it minimizes both Ee1 (N) and Eo .. (N) among all tests with equal 
or smaller error probabilities. However, unsatisfactorily large sample sizes may be 
required for values of (J between 61 and 62 (Vvetherill, 1975). Thus substantial effo:t 
has been devoted toward improving the performance of the SPRT by reducing the 
expected sample size for parameter values between the hypotheses. The problem 
of finding a procedure w nich minimizes the maxjnmm expected sample size over 
all possible 8 subject to tn.e error probability const·:aints a and {3 is known as the 
Kiefer-Weiss problem. No optimal results have be.~n found for this problem. 
Kiefer and Weiss (1957) proved structure thev-:-em about tests willch minimize 
the expected sample size, Eo0 (N), for a fixed (} = (Jr. which is called the modified 
Kiefer-Weiss problem. B ~c:hhofer (1960) pointed out the desirability of soh·ing the 
Kiefer-Weiss problem; thc.t is, rn.inim.izing the maximum expected samp1e size oYer 
all possible B. '\Vciss (19:32) showed that the Kiefer-\Veiss problem reduces to c::e 
modified problem in sy1r metric cases involving tlte :1ormal and binoP-'lic.l distril..'J-
tions. Lai (1973) invcsti;a .ed the 1Seiner process c:co.se. Lorden (1976) developed 
the 2-SPRT as an asymp ~otic solution to the modifi~d Kiefer- \Veiss problem. In 
1980, he characterized the basic structure of optimCJ~ tests for the modified problem, 
3 
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with particularly informative results for the Koopman-Darmois family of distribu-
tions (Lorden, 1980). In 1983, Huffman extended Lorden's work by showing how 
to choose 00 so that an asymptotic solution of the Kiefer-Weiss problem is obtained 
for the Koopman-Darmoi:3 family. For the case of testing the mean of an exponen-
tial density, extensive computer calculations comparing the proposed 2-SPRT with 
an optimal procedure showed that the 2-SPRT comes within 2% of minimizing the 
maximum expected sample size over a broad range of error probabilities an.d param-
eter values (Huffman, 19133). Nagardeolekar (1988) applied the 2-SPRT to obtain 
an approximate solution to the Kiefer-Weiss problem for the negative binomial dis-
tribution and studied some of its properties through Monte Carlo simulation. We 
will first;review the formulation of the 2-SPRT for a general distribution from the 
Koopmah-Darmois family. Then we will develop the test for each of the three 
discrete distributions con:;ider~d in this report. 
Review of the Formulation of the 2-SPRT 
Assume xl' Xz' ... "tO be independent and identically distributed random vari-
ables from one of the Koopman-Darmois densities fe(x) = exp{Bx- b(O)} (Oi < 
(} < (}i) with respect to a non- degenerate r7 - finjte measure 11· The function 
b(O) is differentiable on (8i,8j) and its first two derivatives need to satisfy b'(O) = 
Eo(X) and b"( 8) = Varo(X) (Koopman, 1936). Fnrthermore, the Kullback Leibler 
information numbers: 
I((),¢)= Ealog{fe(x)/fq;(x)} 
are given by 
1(0,¢') = (8- ¢-)b'(B)- (b(B)- b(¢)) 
Consider testing H1: 8 = (), versus H2: () = 82 (81 < 02 ) with error probabilities at 
most a and j3. A third hypothesis H 0 : 8 = 80 is needed in a 2-SPRT procedure 
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where 00 is the function of 01 and 02 for which the expected sample size is minimized. 
If ()0 is .-the value of 0 in the parameter space that has maximum expected sample 
size, then a solution to the Kiefer-Weiss problem is ::>btained. The value of Oo which 
will be found will provide a.n asymptotic solution to this problem. 
Consider the usuallikehood ratios : 
!I (X1 ) ... JI(Xn) 
and 
fo(Xl ) ... fo(Xn) 
hn = h(XI) ... f2(Xn) 
fon fo(X1 ) ... fo(Xn) 
The stopping rule is bast::d on the following conditions : 
(l) Reject H1 if(fln/fon) ~ A 
(2) Reject H2 if (hn/ /on) ~ B 
(~) Continue sampling if neither (1) nor (2) is satisfied, 
where 0 ~ A, B ~ 1, are not both zero and a+ f3 :::; max( A, B). The sample 
size N(A, B) is the smallest N 2::: 0 such that the sampling is stopped by reaching 
decision (1) or (2). Choose N = j(x,01) if inequality (1) is not satisfied and 
N = f(x,02 ) if inequa~ity (2) is not satisfied. If both (1) and (2) are satisfied 
simultaneously, then any fixed rule can be used to decide between f( x, OI) and 
!( x, ()2 ). 
Lorden (1976) pointed out that the method which Wald used to derive upper 
bounds for the error probc,bilities of an SPRT is applicable to the 2-SPRT and yields 
a< A (rejecting H1) and f3 < B (rejecting H 2 ). Setting A= a in (1) and B = f3 
in (2) ensures error probabilities of at most a and {3. Furthermore Lorden (1976) 
developed a theorem which shows that the 2-SPRT provides an asymptotic solution 
to the modified Kiefer-Weiss problem. 
Lorden's Theorem (1976):_ 
Let a( A, B) and f3(A., B) denote the error probabilities of the 2-SPRT (N(A, B), N). 
Let n(A,B) denotes the infimum of E(n) over all tests satisfying a:::; a (A,B) and 
6 
f3 :-:; {3 (A, B). Under the assumption that 
are finite and fo, /J, h a 't. distinct, if A, B > 0, then 
E{N(A, 8)- n(A, B)} -+ 0 as min( A, B)-+ 0 
Thus, for any fixed 0, thf 2-SPRT provides an asymptotic solution to the modified 
Kiefer- \Veiss problem. Lcrden's numerical results indicate that 2-SPRT's have 
efficiencies greater than 99% regardless of the size of the error probabilities. 
Approximate Solution For Kiefer- \Veiss Problem 
Lorden (1976) presented a theorem which sta~::s that the 2-SPRT provides an 
approximate solution to the Kiefer-Weiss problem if there exist a 0 for which the 
expected sample size is maximized in the parameter space. Given o: and f3 are 
the true error probabilities of the 2-SPRT, Huffman's (1983) theorem states that 
for a 00 = 0, the 2-SPRT pr:Jcedure minimizes the maximum expected sample size 
to within o-( (log( o:- 1 )) 112 ) under the condition that 0 < cl < log( a)/ log({J) < 
C2 < oo for fixed but arbitrary constants C1 and C2 • In other words, the 2-SPRT 
provides an approximate solution to the Kiefer- \Vei:;s problem for Ba = e. 






Once B"' is found 8 can be determined using the follov.,'ing relationship between e 
and fJ' (Huffman! 1%3). 
r• e =: e* + ---
o-* .. /n* 
Based on the general formulation of the 2-SPR1\ the 2-SPRT for the binomial, 
Poisson, and negative binorual distribution are derived. 
DERIVATION pF THE 2-SPRT FOR 
THE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The probability ma~s function for the binomial distribution is 
fx(x;n,p) 
0, ei sew here, 
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where 0 < p < 1 and q =~ 1 - p. Since the binomial distribution belongs to the 
Koopm~n-Darmois family of distributions, the probability mass function can be 
written in the following form : 
f(x) = exp{8x - b(8)}, 8i < 8 < 8j 
where 8 = log(p/ q) anci b(8) = -n * log(1 - p) -log(:). The b( 8) satisfies 'the 
following conditions: 
The Kullback-Leibler information numbers for this family of densities may be writ-
ten as 
I(6,8i) = (8- 8i)b'(8)- {b(O)- b(Oi)} 
Thus for the binomial·diftribution, we have 
I(p,pi) = (log(p/q) -log(p/q)) * np + {n * log(q) +log(:)- nlog(qi) -log(:)} 
which may be written as 
(2.1) 
8 
fori = 1,2. Both I(p,pl) and I(p,p2) are positive on (PhP2)· 
Cgnsider testing a ndl hypothesis H 1 : p = Pl against an alternative hypothesis 
H2:p = P2 (Pl < P2)· ·we are interested in minimizing the expected sample size 
for p = Po, (PI < Po < P2). Therefore, we define a third hypothesis H o: p = Po. 
A one-sided SPRT of Ho against H1 is conducted for possible rejection of H1. At 
the same time, another on.e-sided SPRT of H 0 against H 2 is conducted for possible 
rejection of H 2. The test 's conducted by taking one observation at a time from 
n 
the population and computing Tn = 2:::: Xi, the sum of the number of observations 
i=l 
obtaine_d up to that point. The 2-SPRT stopping rule may now be stated as follows 
(1) Reject H1 in favor of H2 : p = P2 if 
That is, if 
T. log(1/A) + nlog(qi/qo) n> 
- log(poqi/Plqo) 
(2) Reject H2 in favor of H1 : p = Pl if 
That is, if 
T. log(B) + nlog(q(; lq2) n< 
- log(p2qofpoq2) 
(3) Continue sampling if :1either (2.2) nor (2.3) is satisfied and n < M where 
.1\!(po) = the smallest integer 
> log(ll A) log(p2qoiPoq2) - log(B) log(poqi/pi qo) 
log( qo I q2) log(poqi/pi qo) - log( qi/ ql') log(p2 qo I Po q2) 
At n = M a decision is macie based on the following condition : 
(1) Reject H2 if Tn < Mpo 





{3) Randomize with equal probability if Tn = Mpo 
Since two one-sided SPRT's are being conducted simultaneously, the error 
rates must be adjusted if the desired Type I and Type II error rates of a and {3, 
respectively, are to be achieved. Huffman (1983) developed the following formulas 





where.t~e constants ai(P) i = 1,2 are defined by 
and I(p,pi) is defined in (2.1). 
According to Huffm·:~.n's theorem, the 2-SPRT provides an approximate solu-
tion to the Kiefer-Weiss problem for p0 = p. The problem now reduces to how to 





where A = A(p*), B = B(p*), and I(p* ,pi) can be obtained using (2.1) .. 
Once p* is found, p can be determined using the relationship 
• 0 = e· + _r __ 
()* ._;:;:;; 
This may be written in tc.:rms of p and p* as 
( p ) (p*) ( r* ) log -- = log -




Solving for p, we obtain 
where 
r* _ 4>_1 [ a2(p*) l 
- ai(P*)- a2(p*) 
(2.9) 
4>(.) denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variate 
and 
and 
[ log(l/B) a ( *) log(l./A) a ( *)] I(p*,p2) 1 p I(p• .Pl) 2 p 
n*=~--------------~------~ 
a1 (p* ) a2 (p*) 
DERIVATION OF THE 2-SPRT FOR 
THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION 
The probability mass function for the Poisson distributon is : 
). -.Xz 




Since the Poisson distribution also belongs to the ~{oopman-Darmois family of dis-
tributions, the probability mass function can be written in the following form: 
f(x) = e:z:p{:z:log(>.) - >. - log(x!)} 
where 8 =log(>.), b(B) = log(:z:!) + >. , b'(B) = e6 = >. =Ee(:z:), and b"(B) = e0 





fori= 1,2. Both I(.A,.A 1 ) and I(.A,.A2) are positive on (.A1,.A2)· 
Consider testing H 1 : .A = .A1 against H 2: .A = ;;,2 ( A1 < .A2). Construct a third 
hypothesis H 0 : A = .A 0 where (A1 < Ao < A2). The 2-SPRT testing procedure for 
the Poisson distribution is similar to the 2-SPRT for the binomial distribution. The 
2-SPRT stopping rule is based on the following conditions : 
(1) Reject HI in favor of H 2: A= A2 if 
<A 
That~ is, if 





That is, if 
(2.13) 
(3) Continue sampling if ne:ther (2.12) nor (2.13) i~ satisfied and n < M where 
M(po) = the smallest interger 
> log(1/A)log(.A2/.Ao) -log(B)log(.Ao/.AI) 
( .A2 - Ao) log( Ao /AI) - ( Ao - .:\1) log(.\2/ .Ao) 
At n = M a decision is made based on the following conditions : 
(1) Reject H2 if Tn < M ).o 
(2) Reject HI if Tn > M ).o 
(3) Randomize with equal probability if Tn = M.\ 0 
(2.14) 
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The ~nstants A and B for desired error probabilities a and f3 are defined in (2.5) 
and ~1..6.} by subtituting .X for p. 
for the Poisson distribution, .X for the approximate Kiefer-Weiss solution can 
be fcr.nd as follows. Find .X • to satisfy 
log(1/ A) log(1/ B) 
-
J(.X•,.Xl) J(.X•,.X2) 
wh~ I( .X, .Xi) is defined in (2.11), A( .X*) and B(A*) can be obtained using (2.5) 
and [2.6), and 
Once .X • .is defined, 5. can be determined from (2.10). Thus, we solve 
log(5.) 
for 5. and obtain the solution 
log(A *) + -· I 
- ( r* ) .X = .X*exp v;:;* 
(J* n• 
where r• is defined using (2.11) and (J* = &. 
The 2-SPRT provides an approximate solution to tne Kiefer-Weiss problem for 
.Xo = 5.. 
DERIVATION OF THE 2-SPRT FOR THE 
NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
The probability mass function for the negative binomial distribution is 
(
T +X- 1) r :z: 




The probability mass function for the negative binomial distribution can be written 
as 
f(x) = exp{xlog(q) + rlog(p) +log (r + x -l)} 
\ T -1 
where B = log(l- p) and ~(0) = -rlog(p) -log (r~~; 1 ). The first two derivatives 
of b( B) are 
b'(e) = r(1- p)jp = E0(x) 
b"(B) = r(l- p)fp2 = Varo(x) 
The K ullback-Leibler information number for this family of distributions is 
I(p,pi) = (rqjp)log(q/qi) + rlog(pfpi) (2.15) 
fori= 1,2. Both I(p,pi) and l(p,p2) are positive on (pl,P2) 
Consider testing H1: p = Pl against H2:p = P2 (Pl < P2)· The third hypot.h'esis 
would be H0 : p =Po where (p1 < p0 < P2 ). The 2-SPRT stopping rule is based on 
the following conditions: 
(1) Reject H1 in favor of H2:p = P2 if 




(2) Reject H2 in favor of H1: p = P1 if 
T > log(l/B) +nrlog(-p2/po) 
n- log(qo/q2) 
(2.17) 
(3) Continue sampling if neither (2.16) nor (2.17) ~s satisfied and n < 1.1 'Where 
.Af (p 0 ) = the smallest integer 
> log(B)log(qJ/qo) + log(A)log(qo/q2) 
- r{log(?z /Po) log( gJ/ qo) - log{po / Pl) log( qo / q:!)} (2.18) 
At n = 1.1 a decision is made based on the following 
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{2) Reject H1 if Tn < Mr1a/Po 
(3) Ra~·domize with equa: probability if Tn = Mrqo/Po 
The constants A and B for desired error probabilities a and f3 are defined in (2.5) 
and (2.6). 
As with the other distributions, we begin to find p0 by first determining the 
p* which will satisfy (2.7) where I(p*,pi) is defined in (2.15) and 
·( ) - log(qjqi) . - 1 2 
al p - . ( ) , t - , . 
I p,pi 
Once p"' is defined, p can be determined from (2.8}.. Thus we have 
p = 1.,-- q"'exp( ~) 
u"' n* 
where r"' and n"' are defined in (2.9) and (2.10) respectively, and 
The approximate Kiefer-·"Neiss solution is obtained by using p0 =pin the test given 
in (2.16), (2.17), and (2.18). 
CHAPTER III 
THE PROGRAM 
A computer program has been written in Quick Basic which allows a researcher 
to develop a sampling plan for the 2-SPRT. It is designed in such a way that any 
user can run the program easily. A portion of this program is modified from N a-
gardeolekar's (1988) FORTRAN program which r;omputed the 2-SPRT stopping 
boundaries for the negative binomial distribution. The 2-SPRT may be developed 
using this program when sampling from any one of three discrete population distri-
butions: binomial, Poisson, or negative binomial. In addition to the distribution, 
a user must specify the hypothesized values for both the null and alternative, and 
the type I and type II error rates. The user may then obtain the 2-SPRT stopping 
boundaries, the OC and ASN functions, and the output data sheets. A detailed 
description of the progra:n, from the user's viewpoint, will now be given. 
First, the user is asked if he would like to do the sampling from the negative 
binomial, the binomial or the Poisson population distribution. Then he is asked 
to specify the parameter values for the null and alternative hypotheses, the type I 
error rate, and the type II error rate. For the negative binomial distribution the 
parameters values are the mean (p) rather than p where J.L = k(l - p)jp. In all 
cases, the parameter value for the null hypothesis must be less than the parameter 
value for the alternative hypothesis. For the negative binomial distribution, the 
parameter value k (number of success before k failures) must also be specified. 
Once this informati<>n is received, the user is able to choose from the following 
options: 
15 
(1) Compute values for the 2-SPRT boundarie3 
(2} Compute the exact properties (OC and ASN functions) 
(3) Compute the output data sheet 
( 4) Exit 
16 
If the user selects the opt!on to compute the values for the 2-SPRT boundaries, the 
following information is displayed: 
(a) The parameter value of the third hypothesis for which the expected sample 
size is minimized 
(b) The upper and lower intercepts 
(c) The upper and lower slopes for the decision boundaries . 
(d) The maximum sample size 
Unlike the SPRT which has parallel boundaries, the 2-SPRT has convergent decision 
boundaries. Figure 1 shows the continuation regi~n and the terminating decision 
regions for the 2-SPRT testing procedure. The convergent nature of the decison 
boundaries assures a termination with a definite decision. Table I provides formulas 
for the slopes and intercepts of the 2-SPRT decision boundaries. Table II gives an 
example of the output under option (1) for the binomial distribution with PI = 0.4, 
P2 = 0.7, a= 0.05, {3 = 0.1. 
On the other hand, if the user choose option (2), the exact OC, POWER, and 
ASN function and the 95th percentile of the sample size are computed. These exact 
properties are computed in the following manner. For each observation, there are 
three possible outcomes. The observation may fall in the acceptance region, the 
continuation region, or the rejection region. After each observation is taken, the 
probability of each possible point in the continuation region is computed based on 
the condition that no bom1dary has been crossed at an ealier time. All possible val-
ues for the nth observation which would result in crossing into the acceptance region 
for the first time are considered and the associated probabilities are computed given 
Reject H1 






LI + LS(n) 
n Observations 





SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR THE 2-SPRT DECISION 
BOUNDARIES FOR THE BINOMIAL, POISSON 




log(po q1 / Pl qo) 
log(qo/qz) 
log(pz qo fpoq:~) 
log( q1 / qo) 
log(poql /P1 qo) 
POISSON 
log( B) 
log( A2 I Ao) 
log(l/A) 




log( II B) 
log(qo/q2) 
r log(po /PI) 






A COMPUTER PRINTOUT OF THE 
DECISION BOUNDARIES FOR A 
BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
HYPOTHESIS : = 0.400 p1 
:ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS p2 = 0.700 
',ALPHA = 0. 1 0 
BETA = 0. 1 0 
THIRD HYPOTHESIS : pO = 0.552 
LOHER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY : lint 
UPPER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY : uint 
LOYJER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY : lslope = 
IlPPER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY : us lope = 











the sum after the ( n - 1 )th observations. Then the probability of the observation 
falling into the rejection region is one minus the sum of the probability of an ob-
servatio-n falling into either the acceptance region rJr the continuation region. The 
OC function is the sum of the probabilities of accepting H0 after each observation. 
The cumulative probabilty of stopping (accepting H1 or H 2 ) is used to determine 
the 95th percentile of the sample size. Computation ceases when the probability 
of termination exceeds 0.9999. Table III shows an example of the output under 
option (2) for the binomial distribution with PI = 0.4, P2 = 0.7, a= f3 = 0.1. 
After the user is satisf1ed with the properties o: a proposed sampling plan, a 
data sheet containing the upper and lower boundaries can be printed using option 
(3). This output data sheet is computed using the slopes and intercepts of the 
decision boundaries. If the number of samples taken exceeds the maximum sample 
size, computation is stopped. Table IV is an example of the resulting data sheet 
for a binomial distribution with PI = 0.4, p2 = 0.7, ct = f3 = 0.1. 
The design of this program will allow the user to go from one part of the 
computation to another without exiting the program. After completing the desired 
computations, the user can exit from the program by choosing option ( 4). 
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TABLE III 
A COMOPUTER PRINTOUT FOR THE EXACT PROPERTIES 
FOR A BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION WHEN 
p1 = 0.4, Pl = 0.7, AND a= /3 = 0.10 
EXACT VALUES FOR THE BINOMIAL 2-SPRT 
MU DC 
0.080 1 . 0 0 0 
0. 160 1 . 0 0 0 
0.240 0.997 
0.320 0.979 





0.550 0. 51 1 
0.580 0.404 
0. 61 0 0.303 
0 . 6<1 0 0.214 






p1 = 0.400 
p2 = 0.700 
alpha = 0.10 



















1 . 0 0 0 







1 1 . 643 22.000 
1 2. 31 3 23.000 
12.663 24.000 





1 1 . 761 23.000 






A COMOPUTER PRINTOUT OF THE DATA SHEET 
FOR A BINOMIAL DISTRlBUTION WHEN 
p1 = 0.4, P2 :::: 0.7, AND a = f3 = 0.10 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAMPLE LOWER RUNN,NC UPPER SAMPLE LO!.iER RUii.~lNC UFPER 
'NUMBER BOUND TOTAL BOUND NUMBER BOUND TOTAL BOUND 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 -2 3 51 0 0 
2 - 1 '1 52 0 0 
3 -1 ------ 4 53 0 0 
4 () 5 54 0 0 
5 5 55 0 ---- c 
6 1 5 56 0 --- 0 7 2 6 57 0 0 
8 2 6 58 0 0 
g 3 7 5'i 0 0 
10 4 7 60 0 0 
11 4 8 61 0 0 
12 5 8 62 0 0 
13 6 9 63 0 0 
14 6 'l 6"1 ') 0 
15 7 1 0 55 0 0 
16 8 10 66 0 0 
17 8 11 57 0 r: 
18 9 ---- 1 , 58 0 0 
19 9 12 69 0 0 
20 10 ---- 12 70 0 0 
21 , 1 13 71 0 0 
22 11 13 72 0 0 
23 12 , 4 73 0 0 
24 13 14 74 0 c 
25 , 3 !5 75 0 --- 0 
26 14 ---- 15 76 0 -·--- 0 
27 14 ---- !5 77 0 0 
28 15 !6 78 0 0 
29 16 -----·- ! 6 79 0 ---- 0 
30 16 !7 80 0 ---- 0 
31 17 !7 81 0 0 
32 18 18 82 0 0 
33 18 ----- !8 8.? 0 0 
34 0 --- 0 8"1 0 0 
35 0 ----- 0 85 (l 0 -----
36 0 ---- 0 86 0 0 
37 0 0 87 a 0 
38 0 ---- 0 88 0 0 ---
39 0 ----- 0 89 0 0 
qo 0 ) '10 0 0 -------
41 0 ----- 0 «1 0 0 --------
42 0 «2 0 0 -----
43 0 0 93 0 0 -----· 
44 0 0 94 0 0 
45 0 0 95 0 0 ---
46 0 0 96 0 0 
47 0 0 97 0 0 -----
48 0 0 98 0 0 
49 0 0 9Q 0 0 




Factors Tha.t Influence The Maximum Sample Size 
' The error rates influence the maximum sample size (M). As a and f3 increase, 
the value of M decreases for all three distributions. The value of M also decreases 
when q is held constant while f3 increases and when f3 is held constant while a 
increases. This is what we would expect to happen since if we are willing to accept 
a larger error rate, a smaller maximum sample s~·ze will be required to make a 
decision. Tables V, VI, and VII show the behavior 'Jf M as we change the error 
rates a: and f3 for the binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial distributions. Figure 
2 shows this behavior graphically for a negative binomail distribution when J..LJ = 
0.2, P.2 = 0. 7, and k = 1. lor all three distributions, the rate M decreases is about 
the same as a: and f3 incrf:ase from one level to another. On the other hand, when 
{3 is held constant and a increases, the value of M decreases at a faster rate than 
when a: is held constant .ind f3 increases. 
Another factor that -influences the value of M is the distance between the two 
hypothesized parameter values. Table VIII shows L1e changes in M as the distance 
between the two hypothesized parameters increases when sampling from the bino-
mial distribution with a= {3 = 0.05. As the distame 1jetween the two hypothes!zeci 
parameters increases, M decreases. This is true f<.,r all three distributions. The 
value of M drops rapidly a.t first and then decreases slowly as the distance between 




THE INFLUENCE OF ERROR PROBAB!.LITIES ON THE 
MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE (M) FOR A NEGATIVE 
BINOMIALN DISTRIBUTION WHEN 
JLI =0.2, JLz=O. 7, AND k=1 
a={3 M a(0.05)1 M 
0.01 72.49 0.01 55.01 
0.03 51.98 0.03 46.57 
0.05 42.44 0.05 42.44 
0.07 36.15 0.07 39.62 
' 
0.09 31.46 0.09 37.47 
0.10 29.49 0.10 36.55 
0.13 24.59 0.13 34.23 
0.15 21.92 0.15 32.95 
0.17 19.58 0.17 31.82 
0.20 16.55 0.20 30.35 
1 - a is held constant (0.05) while f3 varies 





































THE INFLUENCE OF ERROR PROBABILITIES 
ON THE MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE (M) FOR 
A BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION WHEN 
P1 = 0.4, AND P2 = 0.7 
M a= 0.05(1) M f3 = 0.05(2) 
81.99 0.01 64.22 0.01 
58.97 0.03 53.46 0.03 
48.26 0.05 48.26 0.05 
41.21 0.07 44.75 0.07 
35.94 0.09 42.09 0.09 
33.73 0.10 40.96 0.10 
28.24 0.13 38.13 0.13 
25.24 0.15 36.57 0.15 
22.61 0.17 35.20 0.17 
19.21 0.20 33.42 0.20 
1 - a is held constant (0.05) while j3 varies 

























THE INFLUENCE OF ERROR PROBABILITIES 
ON THE MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE (M) FOR 
A POISSON DISTRIBUTION WHEN 
>.1 = 0.4, AND >.2 = 0. 7 
M a(0.05)1 M /3(0.05)2 M 
187.33 0.01 150.42 0.01 145.08 
134.77 0.03 123.34 0.03 121.55 
110.33 0.05 110.33 0.05 110.33 
94.24 0.07 101.61 0.07 102.88 
82.21 0.09 95.03 0.09 97.32 
77.17 0.10 92.26 0.10 94.99 
64.62 0.13 85.33 0.13 89.27 
57.78 0.15 81.55 0.15 86.22 
51.79 0.17 78.25 0.17 83.61 
44.02 0.20 73.99 0.20 80.36 
1 - a is held constant (0.05) while f3 varies 
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THE EFFECT OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE 
TWO HYPOTHESIZED PARAMETERS ON (M) 
FOR A BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 
WHEN a = (3 = 0.05 
Null Alternative M 
0.10 0.20 227.51 
0.10 0.30 68.19 
0.10 0.40 33.99 
0.10 0.50 20.52 
0.10 0.60 13.59 
0.10 0.70 9.43 
0.10 0.80 6.63 
0.10 0.90 4.51 
0.30 0.40 416.26 
0.30 0.60 48.26 
0.30 0.80 15.75 
0.50 0.60 453.55 
0.50 0.70 107.99 
0.50 0.80 43.66 
0.50 0.90 20.52 
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set of hypotheses that have larger hypothesized parameters than one with smaller 
hypothesized parameters. 
For the negative bin.:mual distribution, the value of M is also influenced by the 
parameter k. M decrease:; as k increases. The rate at which M decreases is greater 
for a set of small k values than for a set of larger k values. Also, M decreases more 
rapidly for a set of larger hypothesized parameter values than for a set of smaller 
hypothesized parameter valuesl The last two features are illustrated in -Table IX. 
Factors That Influence The ASN AND N.9s 
Factors that influence the maximum sample size (M) tend to influence the 
average. sample number (ASN) in the same manner. In all the cases, the ASN is 
less th~ half the value 'of :M. As expected, the ASN is influenced by the error 
rates and also the distance between the two hypothesized parameter values· for 
all three distributions. As both a and (3 increase, the ASN decreases. Also 
the ASN decreases when a is constant while (3 increases and when (3 is constant 
while a increases. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show this behavior for the binomial 
distribution when Pl = 0.4 and P2 = 0.7. In addition, as the distance between 
I 
the two hypothesized parameter values increases, the ASN decreases significantly. 
Figure 5 illustrates the decrease of the ASN when the distrance between the two 
hypothesized parameters increases for a binomial distribution when a = f3 = 0.1. 
For the negative binomial distribution, the ASN is alw influenced by the parameter 
k. The ASN decreases as k increases and the rate of decrease depends on the chosen 
hypothesized parameter values. This feature is showed in Figure 6 for the negative 
binomial distribution when p 1 = 0.25, p 2 = 0.4, a = (3 = 0.1. 
The same factors that influence the ASN also influence the 95th percentile of 
the sample size, N.9S· However, N.95 is more sensitive than the ASN. With the 
same changes in the erro1· r.-ates, N.9s is affected more than the ASN. This is true 
TABLE IX 
THE INFLUENCE ON (M) AS k INCREASED FOR 
A NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION WITH 













J-LI = 0.2 
J-£2 = 0.7 












/-Ll = 0.4 
/-L2 = 0.9 
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also for the changes in the C.istance between the two hypothesized parameter values. 
In addi.tion the sensitivity to the error rates and the distance between parameters 
will increase as the percentile level increases; that is, N.99 is more sensitive than 
N.9s· 
Practically, a researcher can always adjust the error rates in order to obtain an 
ASN that is economically feasible. A researcher needs to be aware of other factors 
that will influence the ASN besides the error rates. 
Factors That Influence The Q\] Function 
There are two factms that influence the OC function. The first factor is the 
error rates. For both the binomial and Poisson distribution, the OC value decreases 
as the probability of type I error (a) increases. On the other hand, the OC value 
increases as the probability of type II error (/3) increases. Figure 7 illustrates .the 
decrease in the OC value as a increases when sampling from the Poisson distribution 
with >.1 = 0.5 and >.2 = 0.8. Figure 8 shows the increase in the OC value as f3 
increases when sampling from the same distributio:n.. 
For the negative binomial distribution, ther error rates influence the OC func-
tion in a different manner. As either a or f3 increases, the OC value is decreased to 
a point in a parameter space and then it is increaseci. The turning point where the 
OC value starts to decrease is inconsistent. Figures 9 and 10 show the influence of 
error rates on the OC value for the negative binomial distribution when JL 1 = 0.4, 
and /12 = 0.7. 
For all three distrib:1tions, the OC function is decreased up to a point in the 
parameter space. After that point, it is increased when both a and f3 increase. 
The turning point where the OC value starts to increase is when the true param-
eter equals the parameter value of the third hypothesis for which the expected 
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Figure 7. OC corve fc·r a Poisson Distribution with two set 
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distribution with PI = 0.5, and P2 = 0.8 (po = 0.66). 
Th.e second factor tl:at influences the OC function is the distance between the 
two hypothesized parameter values. As the distance between the two hypothesized 
parameter values increases, the OC value decreases up to the point where the true 
parameters equals the parameter value in the null hypothesis and then the OC value 
starts to increase. This is true for all three distributions and Figure 12 illustrates 
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Figure 12. OC curve for a Binomial Distribu·(ion with two set 
of hypothesized values when a: := p = 0.10 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
A computer program to develop and evaluate a sequential testing .procedure 
which consists of two simultaneously conducted sequential probability ratio tests 
(2-SPRT) for the negative binomial, binomial, and Poisson population distributi 
ons, is discussed in this report. A researcher can o~>tain the decision boundaries for 
. 
the 2-SPRT testing procedure easily using this COIIlj•Uter program. Another part of 
the program computes the exact properties of a proposed sampling plan. Here the 
researcher determines the average sample number ( ASN), the operating character-
istic function (OC), and the 95th percentile of the sample size (N.95 ). Parameter 
values and error rates may ~)e altered until a sampling plan is feasible. Then the 
user may choose to output a data sheet for immediate field implementation. 
Unlike the SPRT, the 2-SPRT sequential testing procedure allows a researcher 
to have a knowledge of the maximum number of observations he might have to take 
before he starts the experiment. For all th~ee populations, the value of M decreases 
as the error rates and the distance between the twc hypothesized parameter values 
increase. The result for both the ASN and the OC function depends on the chosen 
hypothesized parameter values and the error rates. 
This program could be expanded to included other discrete and continuous 
distributions, such as the normal distribution. 
43 
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DECLARE SUB NEGATIVE CMU1rt. MU2n. Rrt. alphatt. te~3u 
!)Er"LARE SUB NB2SPFT <t-1U1tt, MU2t~, F:rt, ;;l!='hai:!. t·etau' 
~l E r LA R E FUN C T 1 0 N N E F IJ N C tt ( p ~ ) 
L•ECLARE SUB ZERO (btt. Cu. CJtsert~. rE-lertl, ifla~! 
[tECLARE SUB NBEXACT <MU1lt, MU2"1t, F:n, alphatt. ber:..3tt, lint. 
u i n t • l s 1 ope • u s 1 ope . p p c ) • m a x ;-; 
[JECLARE SUB NBPROB < !='0. Rll, pp< 1. rnaxx) 
DECLARE SUB NBSHEET CMU1t~, MU2tt, Ru. alphatt, betau 1 
DECLARE SUB BINOMIAL tp1ltl p2tt, alpha~, betattl 
DECLARE SUB Bl2SPRT Cp1tt, p2tt, alphau, betart> 
DECLARE FUNCTION PIFUNCtt Cpu> 
DECLARE SUB ZEROBI Cbu, Ctt, absertt, relertt, iflagl 
DECLARE SUB BIEXACT Cp1#, p2tt, alphat~l betau. lint, uint. 
l s 1 o p e , u s l o p e , r:· p c ) l m cu·: :-: ) 
DECLARE SUB BIPROB < pO, ppC). maxx l 
DECLARE SUB BISHEET Cp1tt, p2tt, alphat~, betattl 
DECLARE.SUB POISSON <p1u, p2tt, alphau, betaul 
[>ECLARE SUB P02SPRT <p1**, p2u, 3lFh=ittt, betaul 
DECLARE FUNCTION POFUNC** <pu > 
DECLARE SUB ZEROPO ctu, Cu. abseru, relertt, iflag J 
DECLARE SUB POEXACT Cp1N, p2tt, alphatt, betat~, lin~. uint. 
lslope. uslope. pp( ), maxx 1 
DECLARE SUB POPROB < pO, ppr l ~ m'"':-:x i 
DECLARE SUB POSHEET (p1tt, p2#, alpha~, betaal 
DECLARE SUB SHEET CLI~ Ul, LS~ US. MA> 
DECLARE SUB NORTRY rp#, X•, d#, idl 
47 
DECLARE SUB POW <pO. rnu, lint, uint, lslop;::.. L::ol~·r.:e. alphatt. 
beta#, Pt=·C), rnaxx) 
COMMON SHARED pO, p1a, p2#, MU1#, MU2**, alpha#, betaH, Ra. 
p**, lint, uint, lslopC?, uslope, maxx, n 
DIM SHARED pp(1 TO 2. 1 TD 280) 
'A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO 
'THE KIEFER-WEISS PROBLEM FOR THE NEGAITEVE BINOMIAL. 
'BINOMIAL AND POIS00N DISTRIBUTION 
:o CLS 
LOCAT!:: 6. 17 




F'R l i··l T " 
PRlNT " 
PRINT 
( 1 ) N E ~ L T 1 V E f; I :w~: : .~. ~ ... 
<~~ ) 8 P~ - :·1 I A i..." 
1 ::~ ) F J I S S .J !', • ' 
( L) EXIT'' 
20 CH$ = INPUT$< 1 ) 
SELECT CASE CH$ 
CASE •• 1 •• 
CALL NEGATIVE<mu1#, mu2#, R#, alpha#, beta#) 
CASE ''2'' 
CALL BINOMIAL<p1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
CASE •. 3'' 
CALL POISSON<p1#, p2#, alpha#. beta#) 
CASE .. 4'' 
GOTO 40 
CASE ELSE 
BEEP: COTO 10 
END SELECT 
25 CLS 
LOCATE 6, 1 7 
PRINT'' CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLClWINC:" 
LOCATE 8, 1 8 
PRINT ''( 1) MAKE ANOTHER ANALYSIS" 
LOCATE 9, 18 
PRINT "(2J EXIT" 
2f E$ = INPUT$C 1 ) 











SUB NECATIVE <mu1#, mu2#, R#, alpha#, beta#) 
500 CLS 
LOCATE 5, 15 
PRINT 
PRINT "ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:'' 




FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS 
mu1 = ", MU1#" 
FOR ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS : 
mu2 = ", MU2#" 





LOCATE 5, 15 
PRINT 
k = ", R#" 
ALPHA = ", alpha# 
BETA = ", beta:t:t 
PRINT "AT THIS TIME YOU MAY WANT TO:" 
PRINT 
PRINT "< 1 ) MAKE CHANGES" 
PRINT "<2) COMPUTE VALUES FOR 2-SPRT DECISION BOUNDARIES'' 
PRINT "<3) COMPUTE THE EXACT VALUES <OC AND ASN FUNCTION)" 
PRINT "C4) COMPUTE THE OUTPUT DATA SHEET" 
PRINT "(5) EXIT" 
CH$ = INPUT$( 1) 




CALL NB2SPRTCmu1~. mu2#, R#, alpha#, beta#) 
CASE "?" 
CALL NBEXACTCmu1#, mu2#, R#, alpha#, beta#, lint, 
uint, lslope, uslope, pp< ), maxx) 
CASE "4" 















"CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING" 
E$ = 
" < 1 ) M A K E AN 0 THE R C 0 M PUT AT I C' N " 
•• ( 2 ) 
.. ( 3) 
DO ANALYSIS FROM ANOTHER DlSTRIB'JT:ow· 
EXIT" 
INPUT$( 1) 
SELECT CASE E$ 
CASE •• 1 ,, 
GOTO 510 
CASE ,, 2 •• 
GOTO 560 
CASE •. 3'' 
GOTO 560 
CASE ELSE 




SUB NBPROB < pO. R~. ppc ) • maxx) 
qO = 1 - pO 
ppC 1 ~ 1 ) = pO ,. R** 
FP( 2, 1 ) = pp< 1 , 1 ) 
FOR i = 2 TO 200 
F·P< 1 , i) = ppC 1 , i -
pp(2, i) = ppC2, i-
IF pp< 2, i > > • 99g9 
* qO * <Rtt + i- 21/ <i- 1) 
) .. pp ( 1 , i ) 
THEN GOTO 130 
NEXT i 
1 30 rnaxx = i - 1 
END SUB 
FUNCTION NBFUNC~ <p#) STA:~C 
SHARED MU1~, MU2#, p1#, p2#, alpha**. be~a~. R** 
p1# = R# I <R** + MU2#) 
p2** = R# I <R• + MU1#) 
q1tt = 1 - p1# 
q2# = 1 - p2# 
q# = 1 - p# 
ss1 ** = CDBLC LOG( P** / pi~::; • 
ss2tt = c qtt I p*> > * Cf,BU :_c,cc q 1 t:: : qtt \ ~-
inf1tt = R# * ls$1#- ss2ti• 
3 S 3 I* = C q # I J: # ) * C !::1 t;:;!.... : !.... •-::-r•j i r; it / •=; ;;_· ** ~ .~· 
s~4** = CDBLCL0CCp2~ ~- ts ) -
inf2# = R# * • ss3# - s~~• 
:. 1 • = ( - 1 , * ·:- D s:... < ;__ C'~ ·. ·::; ' • 
a2# = CDBLCLO~Cq~ , q2~;' 
ju~my1# = a1# I c~·•- ~:a 
~ 'Jfl'Wty2ff = a2::1 I I ;:; .2!< - :, ' t: 
~.::1=> = CDBL< ~ .. : .. :;· .:::~r.-~y. ;: 
~~2d = CDBLCLC~Cdun~v:~ 
~ ...., .... _~--· :'\ .... :- ':'l-
NBFUNC# = !n&1:t; * r-~= - i~f~~ • ::~~ 
END FUNCTION 
51 
SUB NB~SPRT <MU1#, MU2#, R#, alpha#, beta#) 
p1# = R# I CR# + MU2#) 
p2# = R# I CR# + MU1#) 
pb = R# I CR# + MU1#) 
p1 = R# I CR# + MU2#l 
q1# = 1# - p1# 
q2# = 1# - p2# 
'program starts to calculate pterda for keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C# = p2# - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
'call subprogram zero to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROCb#, C#, abser#, reler#, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
pstar# = b# 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
qstar# = 1 - pstar# 
zz1# = CDBL<LOGCpstar# I p1#)) 
zz2# = Cqstar# I pstar#) * CDBL<LOGCq1# I qstar#)) 
inf1s# = R# * <zz1# - zz2#) 
zz3# = Cqstar# I pstar#) * CDBLCLOGCqstar# I q2#)) 
zz4# = CDBL<LOG<p2# I pstar#)) 
inf2s# = R# * Czz3# - zz4#) 
a1star# = (-1 > * CDBL<LOGCq1# I qstar#)) I inf1s# 
a2star# = CDBL<LOG<qstar# I q2#)) I inf2s# 
y# = a1star# I Ca1star# - a2star#) 
•call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id) 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas#= SQRCR# * qstar# I Cpstar# * pstar#)) 
ap# = Ca1star#- a2star#) * alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = <a2star#- a1star#) * beta# I a2star# 
zz5# = CDBL<LOG(1# I bp#)) * Ca2star# I inf2s#) 
zz6# = CDBL<LOGC1# I ap#)) * <a1star# I inf1s#) 
nstar# = Czz5# - zz6#) I Ca2star#- a1star#) 
zz7# = rstar# I <sigmas#* SQR<nstar#)) 
pterda# = 1# - qstar# * CDBLCEXP<zz7#)) 
qterda# = 1# - pterda# 
MUTERDA# = CR# * qterda#l I pterda# 
52 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
zz8# = CDBL<LOGCpterda# / p1#)) 
zz9# = Cqterda** I pterda#) * CDBLCLOG<q1# / qterdattl) 
inf1b# = Rtl * <zz8# - zz9#) 
zz10# = Cqterda# / pterda#) * CDBLCLOGCqterda** I q2tt)l 
zz11# = CDBL<LOGCp2# / pterda#)) 
inf2b# = R# * Czz10#- zz11#) 
a1bar# = <-1) * CDBL<LOGCq1tt I qterda#J) / inf1b:t:t 
a2bar# = CDBL<LOGCqterda:t:t I q2tt)) I inf2b# 
aa# = Ca1bar# - a2bar#) * alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar# - a1bar#) * beta# I a2bar# 
zz12:1:1: = CDBULOGC1# I bb:t:t)) * <a2bar# I inf2b#) 
zz13# = CDBL<LOG<1tt I aa#)) * <a1bar# I inf1b#) 
nbar# = <zz12#- zz13#) I <a2bar#- a1bar#) 
y# = a1bar# I Ca1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id) 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQRCR# * qterda# I Cpterda~ * pterda#l) 
uint = LOG<1 I bb#) I LOG<qterda# I q2#) 
' uslope = R# * LOGCp2# I pterda#) I LOGCqterda# I q2#) 
lint = LOGCaa#) I LOGCq1# I qterda#) 
lslope = R# * LOG<pterda# I p1#) I LOGCq1# I qterda#l 
c1 = LOGCq1# I qterda#) 
c2 = LOGCqterda# I q2#) 
c3 = LOGCp2# I pte~da#) 
c4 = LOGCpterda# I p1#) 



























''NULL HYPOTHESIS: rnu1 = 
###.###"; MU1# 
"ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS: rnu2 = 
###.###"j MU2# 
"THIRD HYPOTHESIS: muO = 
###.###"; MUTERDAl:l 
"ALPHA = ** . ##''; alpha# 
"BETA = **·**** .. ; beta# 
"NUMBER OF SUCCESSES BEFORE X 
FAILURE : k = tt.##"~ R# 
"LOWER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY 
lint= ###.###''; lint 
"UPPER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY 
uint = ****"*·"*****"; uint 
"LOWER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY 
lslope. = ##l:t.##:t"; lslope 
"UPPER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDAF:Y 
uslope = ###.###"; uslope 
"MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE FOR P. LECISIUN 
M = ##l:l.###"; capm 
53 
~suB ZERO Cb:t:~, C~, abser:t:~, reler**~ iflagl STATIC 
maxit = 500 
rzerof:! = 0 
runit# = 
rtwo:t:i = 2 
reightf:! = 8 
uf:! = runit# 
600 u:t:~ = uf:! I rtwof:! 
p# = runitf:! + uf:! 





601 u# = uf:! * rtwo# 
re# = Crelerf:! + u#) I rtwo# + ABSC(reler# - u#) 
I rtwo:ltl 
ic = 0 
acbs:t:~ = CDBL<ABS<b»- C:t:iJ) 
a# = C:t:~ 
fa#= NBFUNC#Ca#) 
fb:t:i = NBFUNC#Cb#) 
fc# = L::~f:! 
count = 2 
k1t:! = CDBL<A8S(fb#)) 
k2# = CDBLCABSCfc:t:i)) 
fxf:! = CDBLC<k1» + k2#) I rtwo:t:i + ABS(Ck1:t:i- k2#) 
I rtwo#) ) 





603 a# = b** 
fa# = fb# 
b** = c~ 
fb# = fc~ 
c~ = a# 
fc# = fa# 
~04 cmb# = <C#- b#l I rtwo~ 
acmb:t:i = CD8L(A8SCcmb:t:i)) 
tol# =rea* CD8L(A8S(b#)) + abser# 















= 1 -; 
p < 0 









p# = -1 * p# 
q# = -1 * q# 
a# = b# 
fa# = fb# 
ic = ic + 1 










610 ic = 0 
acbs# = acmb:!:t 





612 IF cmb:!:t < 0 THEN 
b:!:t = b#- CDBL<ABS<tol#)) 
ELSE 
b# = b# + CDBL< ABSC tol#)) 
END IF 
GOTO 616 





614 b# = b# + p# / q# 
GOTO 616 
< 
615 b# = CC# + b#) / rtwo# 
616 fb# = NBFUNC#Cb#) 







617 count = count + 1 
IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) * <-1 > 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBLCABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBL<ABSCrunit#)) * C-1) 
ELSE 
k4# = CDBLCABS<runit#)) 
END IF 





618 C# = a# 
fc# = fa# 
GOTO 602 
619 IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBL< ABSC runi t:~t) ) * c -1 ) 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBLCABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBLC ABSC runi t#)) * C -1 ) 
ELSE 
k4** = CDBLCABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 










621 iflag = 1 
GOTO 626 
622 iflag = 2 
GOTO 626 
iflag = 3 
GOTO 626 
624 iflag = 4 
GOTO 626 
625 iflag = 5 
626 END SUB 
56 
57 
SUB NBEXACT <MU1U, MU2U, Ru, alpha#, beta#, lint, 
~ uint, lslope, uslope, pp( >, maxx) 
p1# = RU I CR# + MU2#) 
p2# = R~ I CR# + MU1~> 
pb = R# I <Ru + MU1#) 
p1 = RU I CR# + MU2#l 
q1# = 1#- p1# 
q2# = 1# - p2# 
'program starts to calculate pterda for keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C# = p2# - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
'call subprogram zero to obtain pstar 
CALL ZERO<bu, cu, abseru, releru, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
pstar# = b# 
ELSE 
618 = 1 
END IF 
qstar# = 1 - pstar# 
zz1# = CDBL<LOG<pstar~ I p1#)) 
zz2# = <qstar# I ps~ar#) * CDBL<LOGCq1# I qstar#)) 
inf1s# = R# * <zz1# - zz2#) 
zz3# = Cqstaru I pstar#) * CDBL<LOGCqstar# I q2#)) 
zz4~ = CDBLCLOG<p2# I pstar#)) 
inf2s# = R# * <zz3# - zz4#) 
a1startt = C-1) * CDBL<LOG<q1# I qstar#)) I inf1s# 
a2star# = CDBL<LOG<qstar# I q2#)) I inf2s# 
Y** = a1star# I <a1startt - a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCytt, X#, d#, id) 
rstar# = Xtt 
sigmas#= SQRCR# * qstar# I <pstar# * pstar#)) 
ap# = (a1star# - a2star#) * alpha# I a1star# 
bptt = Ca2star# - a1star#) * beta# I a2star# 
zz5# = CDBLCLOGC1# I bp#)) * <a2star# I inf2s#) 
zz6# = CDBL<LOGC1# I ap#)) * Ca1star# I inf1s#) 
nstar# = <zz5# - zz6#) I (a2star~ - a1star#) 
zz7# = rstaru I <sigmas#* SQRCnstarU)) 
pterda# = 1#- qstar# * CDBLCEXP<zz7#)) 
qterda# = 1# - pterda# 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
zz8# = CDBLCLOG<pterda# / p1#)) 
zzgu = <qterdau / pterda#) * CDBL<LOG<q1# I qterda#)) 
inf1b# = Ru * <zz8# - zz9#) 
zz10# (qterda# I pterda#) * CDBL<LOG<qterda# / q2#)) 
zz11# = CDBLCLOGCp2# I pterda#)) 
inf2b~ = R~ * Czz10#- zz11#) 
·~ 1 bar~ = C - 1 ) * C DB L< LOG < q 1 ** I q t e r d a # l ) I i n f 1 b # 
a2bar# = CDBLCLOG<qterda# I q2#l) I inf2b# 
aa# = fa1bar#- a2bar#) *alpha# I a1bara 
bb# = <a2bar# - a1bar#) * beta# I a2bar# 
zz12# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bb#J) * <a2bar# I inf2b#l 
zz13# = CDBL<LOGC1# I aa#Jl * Ca1bar# I inf1b#l 
nbar# = (zz12#- zz13#) / Ca2bar#- a1bar#) 
y# = a1bar# / <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, idl 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQRCR# * qterda# / (pterda# * pterdaa)) 
uint = LOGC1 / bb#) / LOG<qterda# / q2#) 
uslope = R# * LOGCp2# I pterda#l I LOG<qterda# I q2#l 
lint= LOGCaa#l I LOGCq1# I qterda#l 
lslope = R# * LOGCpterda# / p1#) I LOG<q1# I qterda#) 
c1 = LOGCq1# / qterda#) 
c2 = LOGCqterda# / q2#) 
~3 = LOG<p2# I pterda#) 
c4 = LOG<pterda# I p1#) 
capm = <LOG<bb#) * c1 + LOGcaa#) * c2J I 
CR# * Cc3 * c1 - c4 * c2lJ 
'print the exact properties for the negative 
'binomial 2-sprt 
LPRINT "EXACT VALUES FOR THE NEGATIVE B I NOM I P. L 
LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "mu1 = # # # . #. **'' ; MU1# 
LPRINT USING "rnu2 = ###. ##W'; MU2# 
LPRINT USING "k = ## . itf:t .. ; R# 
LPRINT USING •• a 1 ph a = #,##"; alpha# 
LPRINT USING "beta = ~.##"; beta# 
LPRINT 




LPRINT .. ----------------------------------------------" 
LPRINT 
FOR i = 1 TO 3 
SELECT CASE i 
CASE 
inc p1 
bot = inc 
top = p1 
CASE .... c. 
inc = (pb 
bot = p1 
top = pb 
CASE 3 
IF CH$ = 
ELSE inc 
bot = pb 




+ • 0 0 0 1 
- o1 ) I 1 D 
+ iDe 
+ .OOCl 
,, 3'. THEN in-: pi / 5 
= ( 1 - pb) / '='' 
+ inc 
••. 3·' THEN top = pb + p'l 
= 1 - inc 
;FOR pO = bot TO top STEP inc 
mu = Rtt * C1 - p0) I pO 
CALL NBPROBC pO, R#, pp< ) , maxx) 
CALL POWCpO, mu, lint~ uint, lslope, uslope, alpha#, 






SU~ NBSHEET CMU1#, MU2#, R#~ alpha~, beta~) 
p1# = R# I CR# + MU2#) 
p2# = R# I <R~ + MU1#) 
pb = R# / <R~ + MU1#) 
p1 = R# I CR# + MU2#) 
q1# = 1# - p1~ 
q2# = 1# - p2# 
'program atarta to calculate pterda for keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C# = p2# - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser~ = .00001 
'call subprogram zero to obtain pstar 
CALL ZERO(b~. C#, abser#, reler#, iflag) 
IF ~flag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
~star# = b# 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
qstar# = 1 - pstar# 
zz1# = CDBL<LOG<pstar# / p1#)) 
zz2# = <qstar# I pstar#) * CDBLCLOGCq1# I qstar#)) 
inf1s# = R# * (zz1# - zz2#) 
zz3# = <qstar# I pstar#) * CDBL<LOG<qstar# / q2#)) 
zz4# = CDBLCLOGCp2# I pstar#)) 
inf2s# = R# * <zz3# - zz4#) 
a1star# = <-1) * CDBLCLOG<q1# / qstar#)l I inf1s# 
a2star# = CDBLCLOG<qstar# I q2#)) / inf2s# 
y# = a1star# I Ca1star# - a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRY<ya, Xa, da, id) 
rstar# = Xa 
sigmas#= SQRCR# * qstar# I Cpstar# * pstar#)) 
ap# = Ca1star#- a2star#) *alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star#- a1star#) * beta# I a2star# 
zz5# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bp#)) * <a2star# I inf2s#) 
zz6# = CDBL<LOGC1# / ap#)) * Ca1star# / inf1s#) 
nstar# = <zz5#- zz6#) I <a2staru- a1star#l 
zz7# = rstar# / <sigmas#* SQRCnstar#l) 
pterda# = 1#- qstar# * CDBL<EXPI zz7#)) 
qterda# = 1# - pterda# 
MUTERDA# = <Ra * qterda#) I pterda# 
60 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
zz8~ = CDBL<LOG<pterda~ I p1~)) 
zz9~ = Cqterda# / pterda#) * CDBL<LOG<q1~ / qterda#)) 
inf1b# = R# * <zz8#- zz9#) 
zz10# = <qterda# / pterda#) * CDBL<LOG<qterda# / q2#)) 
zz11# = CDBL<LOG<p2# / pterda#)) 
inf2b# = R# * <zz10#- zz11#) 
a1bar# = <-1) * CDBL<LOGCq1# / qterda#)) / inf1b# 
a2bar# = CDBLCLOG<qterda# / q2#)) / inf2b# 
aa# = <a1bar#- a2bar#) *alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar# - a1bar#) * beta# / a2bar# 
zzJ2# = CDBL<LOGC1# / bb#)) * <a2bar# / inf2b#) 
zz13# = CDBL<LOG<1** / aa#)) * (a1bar# / inf1b#) 
nbar# = (zz12# - zz13#) / (a2bar#- a1bar#) 
Y** = a1bar# / <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CAbL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id) 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQR(R# * qterda# I <pterda# * pterda#)) 
uint = LOG<1 / bb#l / LOG<qterda# / q2#) 
uslope = R# * LOG<p2# / pterda#) / LOG<qterda# / q2#) 
lint = LOG<aa#) / LOG<q1# / qterda#) 
lslope = R# * LOGCpterda# / p1#) I LOG<q1# / qterda#) 
c1 = LOG<q1# I qterda#) 
c2 = LOG<qterda# I q2#) 
c3 = LOG<p2# I pterda#) 
c4 = LOG<pterda# I p1#) 
capm = <LOG<bb#) * c1 + LOG<aa#) * c2) / 
CR# * Cc3 
LI = lint 
LS = lslope 
UI = uint 
us = us lope 
MA = caprn 
LPRINT 
LPR I NT TAB< 20 ) ; '' 
LPRINT 
* c1 - c4 * c2)) 
NEGATIVE BINOMIAL 2-SPRT" 
LPRINT TAB<24); '' MU1 ="; MU1#;" MU2 ="; MU2#; "" 
K = "; R**" 
LPRINT TABC27); "ALPHA 
CALL sheeU LI. LS, UI, 
END SUB 
_., . 
- ' alpha.#; " 
US. M.6. ) 
BETA ="; beta# 
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.. 
SUB BINOMIAL (p1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
200 CLS 
LOCATE 5, 15 
PRINT 
PRINT '' ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:" 
PRINT " < p2 MUST BE GREATER THAN p1 )" 
PRINT 
INPUT " FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS : p1 
INPUT " FOR ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS : p2 




LOCATE 5, 15 
PRINT 
BETA 
PRINT '' AT THIS TIME YOU MAY WANT TO:" 
PRINT 









PRINT •• ( 2) COMPUTE VALUES FOR 2-SPRT DECISION BOUNDARIES" 
PRINT "(3) COMPUTE THE EXACT VALUES <OC AND 
PRINT "( 4) COMPUTE THE OUTPUT DATA SHEETS" 
PRINT •• ( 5 ) EXIT" 
CH$ = INPUT$< 1 ) 




CALL BI2SPRT<p1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
CASE "3" 
ASN FUNCTION>" 
CALL BIEXACTCp1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#, lint, uint, 
lslope, uslope, pp< ), maxx) 
CASE "4" 




BEEP: GOTO 210 
END SELECT 
2'30 CLS 
LOCATE 6, 15 
PRINT "CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:" 
PRINT "< 1 ) MAKE ANOTHER COMPUTATION" 
PRINT "<2) 
PRINT "C3) 




240 E$ = INPUT$< 1 ) 








BEEP: GOTO 230 
END SELECT 
260 END SUB 
SUB Bl2SPRT <p1~, p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
R~ = 1 
q1# = 1# - p1# 
q2# = 1# - p2# 
'program starts to calculate pterda for the 
'keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C# = p2# - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
'call subprogram ZEROBI to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROBI(b#, C#, abser#, reler#, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 




qstar# = - pstar# 
z1# = CDBL<LOGC<pstar# * q1#) / <qstar# * p1#))), 
z2# = CDBL<LOGCqstar# / q1#)) 
inf1s# = R# * Cpstar# * z1# + z2#) 
z3# = CDBLCLOGC<pstar# * q2#) / <qstar# * p2#))) 
z4# = CDBLCLOGCqstar# I q2#)) 
inf2s# = R# * (pstar# * z3# + z4#) 
a1star# = z1# I inf1s# 
a2star# = z3# I inf2s# 
y# = a1star# I Ca1star#- a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id) 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas#= SQRCR# * pstar# * qstar#) 
ap# = Ca1star#- a2star#) * alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = (a2star# - a1star~) * beta# I a2star# 
z5# = CDBLCLOGC1# I bp#)) * Ca2star# I inf2s#) 
z6# = CDBL<LOGC1# I ap#)) * Ca1star# I inf1s#) 
nstar# = Cz5# - z6#) I <a2star# - a1star#) 
z7# = rstar# I <sigmas#* SQRCnstar#)) 
pterda# Cpstar# I qstar# * CDBL<EXPCz7#))) / 
C1# + <pstar# / qstar# * CDBL<EXPCz7#l ))) 
qterda# = 1# - pterda# 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
z8# = CDBLCLOGCCpterda# * q1#) I Cqterda# * p1#})) 
z9# = CDBLCLOG<qterda# I q1#)) 
inf1b# = R# * Cpterda# * z8# + z9#J 
64 
z10# = CDBL(LOG<<pterda# * q2#) I <qterda# * p2#))) 
z11# = CDBL<LOG<qterda# I q2#)) 
inf2b# = R# * <pterda# * z10# + z11#) 
a1bar# = z8# I inf1b# 
a2bar# = z10# I inf2b# 
aa# = (a1bar# - a2bar#) * alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar# - a1bar#) * beta# I a2bar# 
z12# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bb#)) * Ca2bar# I inf2b#) 
z13# = CDBL<LOGC1# I aa#)) * Ca1bar# I inf1b#) 
nbar# = <z12# - z13#) I Ca2bar# - a1bar#) 
y = a1bar# I <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, dtt, id) 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQRCR# * pterda# * qterda#) 
uint = LOG<1 I aa#) I LOG<pterda# * q1# I 
<p1# * qterda#)) 
usrope = LOG<q1# I qterda#) I LOGCpterda# * 
q1# I (p1# * qterda#)) 
lslope = LOG<qterda# I q2#) I LOG<p2# * qterda# I 
(pterda# * q2#)) 
lint= LOG<bb#) I LOG<p2# * qterda# I Cpterda# * q2#)) 
capm = Cuint- lint) I <lslope- uslope) 
LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "NULL HYPOTHESIS : p1 = ###. ### •• ; p 1 # 
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"ALPHA = #.##"; alpha# 
"BETA = #.##"; beta# 
"THIRD HYPOTHESIS : pO = 
"LOWER INTERCEPT FOR THE 
lint = ###.###"; lint 
"UPPER INTERCEPT FOR THE 




LPRINT USING "LOWER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY 
lslope = ##tt.##W•; lslope 
LPRINT USING "UPPER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY 
uslope = #tt#.###"; uslope 
LPRINT USING "MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE FOR A DECISION 




SUB BIPROB < pO' pp( ) ' rnaxx) 
pp( 1 ' 1 ) = 1 - pO 
pp(2, 1 ) = pp( 1 ' 1 ) 
pp( 1 ' 2) = pO 
pp(2, 2) = 1 
maxx = 1 
END SUB 
FUNCTION BIFUNC# (p#) 
SHARED p1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#, R# 
q1# = 1 - p1# 
q2# = 1 - p2# 
q# = 1 - p# 
bs1# = CDBLCLOGCCp# * q1#) / (q# * p1#)>> 
bs2# = CDBL<LOGCq# / q1#)) 
binf1# = R# * (p# * bs1# + bs2#) 
bs3# = CDBLCLOG<Cp# * q2#) / Cq# * p2#>)) 
bs4# = CDBLCLOGCq# / q2#)) 
binf2# = R# * (p# * bs3# + bs4#) 
ba1# = bs1# / binf1# 
ba2# = bs3# / binf2# 
capA1# = ba1# / <<ba1#- ba2#) *alpha#) 
capA2# = ba2# / ((ba2# - ba1#) * beta#; 
BIFUNC# = CDBLCLOG<capA2#)) * birf1#-
CDBLCLOGCcapA1#)) * binf2# 
END FUNCTION 
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SUB ZEROBI (b#, C#, abser#. reler#, iflag) STATIC 
rnaxit = 500 
rzero# = 0 
runit# = 
rtwo# = 2 
reight# = 8 
u# = runit# 
100 u# = u# I rtwo# 
p# = runit# + u# 





101 u# = u# * rtwo# 
re# = Creler# + u#) I rtwo# + ABS<<reler# - u#) 
I rtwo#) 
ic = 0 
acbs# = CDBL<ABS(b#- C#l) 
a# = C# 
fa#= BIFUNC#(a#) 
fb# = BIFUNC#Cb#) 
fc# = fa# 
count = 2 
k1# = CDBL<ABS<fb#)) 
k2# = CDBL<ABS<fc#)) 
fx# = CDBLC<k1# + k2#l I rtwo# + ABS<<k1#- k2#) 
I rtwo#)) 





103 a#= b# 
fa# = fb# 
b# = C# 
fb# = fc# 
C# = a# 
fc# = fa# 
104 crnb# = <C#- b#l I rtwo# 
acrnb# = CDBL<ABSCcrnb#)) 
tal#= re# * CDBL<A3S(b#)) + abser# 
IF Cacmb# - tel#) > 0 THEN 
GOTO 105 
ELSE 
GOTO 1 1 '9 
END IF 






106 p# = Cb#- a•> * fb# 
q# = 1 - p# 





107 p# = -1 * p# 
q# = -1 * q# 
108 a#= b# 
fa# = fb# 
ic = ic + 










110 ic = 0 
acbs# = acmb# 





112 IF cmb# < 0 THEN 
b# = b#- CDBL<ABS<tol#)) 
ELSE 
b# = b# + CDBL< ABS< tol **) ) 
END IF 
GOTO 11 6 . 
1 1 3 IF ( p# - cmb~ * q1t) < 
GOTO 114 
ELSE 
GOTO 11 5 
END IF 
11 4 b# = b# + p# / q# 
GOTO 11 6 
115 b# = <~# + t#l I rtwo# 
116 fb# = BIFUNC~Cb~) 







11 7 count = count • 1 
IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) * ( -1 ) 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) 
END IF 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) * ( -1 ) 
ELSE 
k4# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) 
END IF 
IF <k3# - k4#) = 0 THEN 
GOTO 118 
ELSE 
GOTO 1 02 
END IF 
118 C# = a# 
fc# = fa# 
GOTO 1 02 
11 9 IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBLCABSCrunit#)) * ( -1 ) 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) 
END IF 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBL<ABSCrunit#)) * <-1) 
ELSE 
k4# = CDBL<ABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 










121 iflag = 1 
GOTO 126 
122 iflag = 2 
GOTO 126 
123 iflag = 3 
GOTO 126 
124 iflag = 4 
GOTO 126 
125 iflag = 5 
126 END SUB 
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--------------
~UB BIEXACT Cp1#, p2tt, alpha«, betatt, lint, uint, 
lslope, uslope, pp< ), maxx) 
R« = 1 
q1 # = 1 # - p1 # 
q2# = 1# - p2# 
•program starts to calculate pterda for 
'the keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
btl: = p1# + .005 
Ctt = p2tt - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
~call subprogram ZEROBI to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROBICb#, C«, absertt, reler#, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 




qstartt = - pstar# 
z1# = CDBLCLOGC(pstartt * q1#) I (qstartt * p1#))) 
z2# = CDBL<LOGCqstar# / q1#)) 
inf1s# = R« * (pstar# * z1# + z2#) 
z3# = CDBLCLOGC<pstar# * q2#) I Cqstar# * p2#))) 
z4# = CDBL<LOGCqstar# / q2#)) 
inf2s# = R# * ~pstar# * z3# + z4#) 
a1star# = z1# / inf1s# 
a2star# = z3# / inf2s# 
y# = a1star# / Ca1star#- a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X«, d#, id) 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas# = SQRCR# * pstar# * qstar#) 
ap# = Ca1star# - a2star#) * alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star# - a1star#) * beta# I a2star# 
z5# = CDBL<LOGC1# / bp#)) * Ca2star# I inf2s#) 
z6# = CDBL<LOGC1# I ap#ll * Ca1star# / inf1s#) 
nstar# = (z5# - z6#) / <a2star#- a1star#) 
z7# = rstar# /<sigmas#* SQRCnstar#)) 
pterda# = Cpstar# I qstar# * CDBLCEXPCz7#))) I 
C1# + Cpstar# I qstar# * CDBL<EXPCz7#)J)J 
qterda# 1# - pterda# 
•find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
zB# = CDBLCLOGCCpterda# * q1#l I Cqterda# * p1#J)) 
z9# = CDBLCLOG<qterda# I q1#)) 
inf1b# = R# * Cpterda# * z8# + z9#) 
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z10# = CDBLCLOCr<pterda# * q2#J I Cqterda# * p2#l)l 
z11# = CDBLCLOG<qterda# I q2#)) 
inf2b# = Ra * Cpterda# * z10# • z11#) 
31bar# = zB# I inf1b# 
a2bar# = z10# I inf2b# 
aa# = Ca1bar#- a2bara) *alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = Ca2bar# - a1bar#) * betaa I a2bar# 
z12# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bb#)) * <a2bart~ I inf2b#l 
z13# = CDBL<LOGC1# I aa#)) * <a1bar# I inf1b#) 
nbar# = <z12t~- z13t~> 1 Ca2bar#- a1bar#) 
y = a1bar# I Ca1bar# - a2bar#l 
CALL NORTRY<ya, xa, d#, idl 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQRCR# * pterda# * qterda#) 
uint = LOG<1 I aa#) I LOGCpterda# * q1# I 
<p1# * qterda#)) 
u~lope = LOG<q1# I qterda#) I LOGCpterda# * 
q1# I Cp1# * qterda#)) 
lslope = LOG<qterda# / q2#l I L0Glp2# * qterda# 
I Cpterda# * q2#)) 
lint= LOGCbb#) I LOGCp2# * qterda# I Cpterda# * q2~l) 
caprn = Cuint - lint) / < lslope - uslope) 
LPRINT .. EXACT VALUES FOR THE BINOMIAL 2-SFRT" 
LPRINT 
LPRINT USING "p 1 = ###,###"j p1# 
LPRINT USING "p2 = ###,###"; p2# 
LPRINT USING "alpha = #,##"; alp.ha:l:l 
LPRINT USING "beta = #,##"; beta# 
LPRINT 
LPRINT .. MU oc POWER ASJS N'15" 
LPRINT .. -----------------------------------------------·· 
LPRINT 
FOR i = 1 TO 3 
SELECT CASE i 
CASE 
inc = p~ # 
bot -· i r~c 
top = p~ # 
CASE 2~ 
inc = ( ~2# 
bot = p . # 
top p.:C# 
CASE ~; 
inc = ( -
bot = p2# 
top = 1 -
END SELECT 
I 5 
.. . r:: 0 [! 1 
- F 1 # ) 1 0 
+ inc 
+ ( D r.·, 1 
p2# ) / 0::. .. inc 
ir.c 
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FOR pO = bot TO top STEP inc 
!TIU = pO 
CALL BIPROBCpO, ppC ), rnaxx) 
CALL POWCpO, mu, lint, uint, lslope, uslope, 






SUB BISHEET <p1#, p2#~ alpha#, beta#) 
R:tt = 1 
q1# = 1# - . p1 # 
q2# = 1 # - p2# 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C:tt = p2# - .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
'call subprogram ZEROBI to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROBICb:tt, C:tt, abser#, reler:tt, iflagl 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
pstar# = b# 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
qstar# = 1 - pstar# 
z1# = CDBLCLOGCCpstar# * q1#) I (qstar# * p1#))) 
z2# = CDBL<LOGCqstar:tt I q1#)) 
inf1s# = R# * (pstar# * z1# + z2#) 
z3# = CDBLCLOG(Cpstar# * q2#) I (qstar# * p2#))) 
z4# = CDBL<LOGCqstar# I q2#)) 
inf2s# = R# * Cpstar# * z3# + z4#) 
a1star# = z1# I inf1s# 
a2star# = z3# I inf2s# 
y# = a1star# I <a1star# - a2star#) 
•call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRY(y#, X#, d:tt, idl 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas# = SQRCR# * pstar# * qstar#) 
ap# = Ca1star# - a2star#) * alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star# - a1star#) * beta# I a2star# 
z5# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bp#)) * Ca2star# I inf2s#l 
z6# = CDBLCLOGC1# I ap#)l * Ca1star# I inf1s#) 
nstar# = <z5#- z6#) I <a2star#- a1star#) 
z7# = rstar# I (sigmas#~ SQR<nstar#)) 
pterda# = Cpstar# I qstar# * CDBLCEXPcz7#))) I 
(1# + Cpstar# I qstar# * CDBLCEXPCz7#l))) 
qterda# = 1# - pterda# 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
z8# = CDBL<LOGCCpterda# * q1#) / Cqterda# * p1#))) 
z9# = CDBL<LOGCqterda# I q1#)) 
inf1b# = R# * Cpterda# * za# + z9#) 
z10# = CDBL<LOGC(pterda# * q2#) I (qterda# * p2#))) 
z11# = CDBLCLOGCqterda# I q2#)) 
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.... 
inf2b# = R# * Cpterda# * z10# + z11#) 
a1bar# = z8# I inf1b# 
a2bar# = z10# I inf2b# 
aa# = <a1bar# - a2bar#) * alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar# - a1bar#) *beta# I a2bar# 
z12# = CDBL<LOGC1# / bb#)) * <a2bar# I inf2b#) 
z13# = CDBL<LOG<1# I aa#)) * <a1bar:t:t I inf1b#) 
nbar# = <z12# - z13#) I Ca2bar# - a1bar#) 
y = a1bar# I <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRY<y:l:t, X#, d:t:t, id) 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = SQR<R:t:t * pterda# * qterda#) 
uint = LOGC1 / aa#) I LOG<pterda# * q1# I 
< p1 # * qterda#)) 
uslope = LOG(q1# I qterda#) I LOG<pterda# * q1# I 
(p1# * qterdaf::t)) 
lslope = LOG<qterda# I q2#) I LOG<p2# * qterda# I 
(pterda# * q2:t:t)) 
lint= LOGCbb#) I LOG<p2:t:t * qterda:t:t / Cpterda# * q2:t:t)) 
capm = < uint - lint)· I < lslope - uslope) 
LI = lint 
LS = lslope 
UI = uint 
US = uslope 
MA = capm 
LPRINT 
LPRINT TAB<25l; " BINOMIAL 2-SPRT"' 
LPRINT 
LPRINT TAB<30>; " p1 ="; p1#; " p2 ="; p2:t:t 
LPRINT TAB<28); " alpha ="; alpha#; " beta ="; beta# 





SUB POISSON <p1#~ p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
300 CLS 
LOCATE 5, 15 
PRINT 
PRINT '' ENTER VALUES FOR THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:" 
PRINT " < LAMBDA 2 MUST BE GREATER THAN LAMBDA 1 )" 
INPUT '' FOR NULL HYPOTHESIS LAMBDA = " 
p1# 






ALPHA = alpha# 
BETA = " beta# 
310 CLS 
LOCATE 5, 15 







( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
MAKE CHANGES'' 
COMPUTE VALUES FOR 2-SPRT DECISION BOUNDARIES" 
COMPUTE THE EXACT VALUES <OC AND ASN FUNCTION)" 
COMCPUTE THE OUTPUT DATA SHEET" 
EXIT" 
CH$ = INPUT$( 1 ) 




CALL P02SPRT<p1#~ p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
CASE .. 3'' 
CALL POEXACTCp1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#, lint, uint, 
lslope, uslope, pp(), maxx) 
CASE "4'' 










LOCATE 6, 15 
PRINT "CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:" 
PRINT ''( 1) MAKE ANOTHER COMPUTATION" 
PRINT "<2> DO ANALYSIS FROM ANOTHER DISTRIBUTION" 
PRINT "< 3) EXIT" 
E$ = INPUT$< 1 ) 





CASE •• 3" 
GOTO 360 . 
CASE ELSE 




• SUB P02SPRT Cp1#, p2#, alpha#, beta#) 
'program starts to calculate lambd-terda 
'for the keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
C# = p2#- .005 
reler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
'call subprogram ZEROPO to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROPO<b#, C~~ abser#, reler#, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
'pstar is lambda star 
pstar# = b# 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
z1# = CDBL<LOGCpstar# I p1#)) 
z2# = CDBLCLOGrpstar# I p2#ll 
inf1s# = pstar# * <z1#- 1#) + p1# 
inf2s# = pstar# * <z2#- 1#) + p2# 
a1star# = z1# .; inf1s# 
a2star# = z2# I inf2s# 
y# = a1star# I Ca1star#- a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, idl 
'rstar is roustar 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas# = pstar# 
ap# = Ca1star# - a2star#l * alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star# - a1star#) * beta# / a2star# 
z5# = CDBLCLOGC1# / bp#)) * Ca2star• I inf2s~) 
zb# = CDBLCLOGl 1# I ap#l) * <a1star# I inf1s# 
nstar# = <z5#- zb#l I Ca2star#- a1star~) 
z7# = rstar# / Csigmas# * SQRCnstara)) 
pterda# = pstar# * CDBL<EXPCz7#)) 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by p~erda 
zB# = CDBLCLOGCpterda# I p1#)) 
z9# = CDBLCLOGCpterda# I p2#)) 
inf1b# = pterda# * Cz8# 1 # ) 
inf2b# = pterda# * czg# - 1 # ) 
~1bar# = z8# / inf1b# 





aa# = ta1bar#- a2bar#) * alpha# / a1tar~ 
bb# = Ca2bar#- a1bar#) *beta# I a2bar# 
z12# = CDBL<LOG(1# I bb#)) * Ca2bar# / inf2b#, 
z13# = CDBLCLOG< 1# / aa#)) * Ca1bar# I inf1b#) 
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nbar# = Cz12# - z13#) / (a2bar# - a1bar#) 
y· = a1bar# / <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id) 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = pterda# 
uint = LOGC1 / aa#} / LOG<pterda# / p1#) 
uslope = Cpterda# - p1#) / LOGCpterda# / p1#) 
lslope = <p2# - pterda#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#) 
lint = LOG<bb#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#) 













"NULL HYPOTHESIS : LAMBDA 1 
= ###.### .. ; p1# 
"ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS 
= ###.###"; p2# 
.. ALPHA = #.#:tt .. ; alpha# 
"BETA = **·****"; beta# 
LAMBDA 2 
"THIRD HYPOTHESIS : LAMBDA TERDA 
= ******·******"; pterda# 
"LOWER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY 
lint = ###.###"; lint 
"UPPER INTERCEPT FOR THE BOUNDARY 
uint = ###.###"; uint 
"LOWER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY 
lslope = ******·****#"; lslope 
"UPPER SLOPE FOR THE BOUNDARY 
uslope = ###.### .. ; uslope 
"MAXIMUM SAMPLE SIZE FOR A DECISION 
M = ###.### .. ; capm 
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FUNCTION POFUNC# (p#) 
SHARED p1#, p2#, alpha#, beta# 
'p1# is lambda1, p2# is lambda2, p# is lambda 
ps1# = CDBL<LOG(p# I p1#)) 
ps2# = CDBLCLOGCp# I p2#)) 
pinf1# = p# * Cps1# - 1#) + p1# 
pinf2# = p# * Cps2# - 1#) + p2# 
pa1# = ps1# I pinf1# 
pa2# = ps2# I pinf2# 
capA1# = pa1# I (Cpa1#- pa2#) *alpha#) 
capA2# = pa2# I <<pa2#- pa1#) *beta#) 
POFUNC# = CDBLCLOG<capA2#)) * pinf1# -
CDBLCLOGCcapA1#)) * pinf2# 
END FUNCTION 
SUB POPROB < pO, ppC ) , maxx) 
pp( 1 , 1 ) = EXP<-; * pO) 
ppC 2, 1 ) = ppC 1 , 1 ) 
FOR i = 2 TO 2(10 
pp( 1 , i ) = pp( 1 , i - 1 ) * pO / ( i - 1 ) 
pp( 2, i) = pp( 2~ i - 1) + pp< 1. i) 
IF ppC2, i) > .9999 THEN GOTO 700 
NEXT i 
700 maxx = i - 1 
END SUB 
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SU~.ZEROPO Cb#, C#, abser#, reler#, iflagl STATIC 
maxit = 500 
rzero# = 0 
runit:t:t = 
rtwo# = 2 
reight# = 8 
u# = runit# 
400 u# = u# I rtwo~ 
P*" = runit*t + u*t 





401 u# = u*t * rtwo# 
re# = <reler# + u#l I rtwo# + ABSC<reler:t:t- u#) 
/ rtwo#) 
ic = 0 
: acbs# = CDBLC ABS< b# - C#)) 
a# = C# 
fa# = POFUNC#Ca#) 
fb# = POFUNC#Cb#) 
fc** = fa# 
count = 2 
k1# = CDBL< ABSC fb# l > 
k2# = CDBL< ABSC fc# l) 
fx** = CDBL< < k1 # + k2#) 
I rtwo#)) 





403 a# = b# 
fa# = fb# 
b# = C# 
fb** = fc# 
C# = a:# 
fc# = fa# 
I 
404 cmb# = (C#- b#) / rtwo# 
acmb# = CDBLCABS<cmb#J) 
rtwo# + ABS<Ck1# - k2**> 
tol# = re# * CDBL<ABSCb#,) + ab~er# 












... 406 p# = (b# - a#) * fb# 
q# = 1 - p# 





407 p# = -1 * p# 
q# = -1 * q# 
408 a# = b# 
fa# = fb# 
ic = ic + 1 










410 ic = 0 
acbs#·= acmb# 





412 IF cmb# < 0 THEN 
b# = b# - CDBL< ABS< tol#) > 
ELSE 
b# = b# + CDBL< ABS< tol #)) 
END IF 
GOTO 416 





414 b# = b# + p# I q# 
GOTO 416 
< 
415 b# = (C# + b#) I rtwo# 
416 fb# = POFUNC#(b#) 








> 0 THEN 
• 
417 count : count • 1 
IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBUABSCrunit#)) * C-1 > 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBL<ABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBL< ABSC runi t#)) * ( -1 ) 
ELSE 
k4# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) 
END IF 





418 C# = a# 
fc# = fa# 
GOTO 402 
419 IF fb# < 0 THEN 
k3# = CDBL< ABSC runit#) > * C -1) 
ELSE 
k3# = CDBL<ABS<runit#)) 
END IF · 
IF fc# < 0 THEN 
k4# = CDBLC ABSC runit#)) * C -1) 
ELSE 
k4# = CDBL<ABSCrunit#)) 
END IF 










421 iflag = 1 
GOTO 426 
422 iflag = 2 
GOTO 426 
423 iflag == 3 
GOTO 426 
424 iflag = 4 
GOTO 426 
425 iflag = 5 
426 END SUB 
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SUB POEXACT <p1#, p2tt, alpha#, beta#, lint, uint, 
lslope, uslope, pp< ), maxx> 
'program starts to calculate lambda-terda for 
'the keifer-weiss problem 
ee = 0 
b# = p1# + .005 
Ctt = p2# - .005 
relertt = 0 
absertt = .00001 
'call subprogram ZEROPO to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROPO<btt, Ctt, abser#, relertt, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
'pstar is lambda star 
pstartt = btt 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
z1tt = CDBLCLOG<pstartt I p1tt)) 
z2tt = CDBL<LOG(pstar# / p2tt)) 
inf1stt = pstartt * (z1# - 1#) + p1# 
inf2stt = pstar# * <z2#- 1#) + p2tt 
a1star# = z1# / inf1s# 
a2startt = z2# / inf2stt 
y# = a1startt / <a1startt - a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRY<ytt, Xtt, dtt, id) 
'rstar is mustar 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas# = pstar# 
ap#- Ca1star#- a2star#) *alpha# I a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star# - a1startt) * beta# / a2startt 
z5# = CDBL<LOGC1# I bp#)) * <a2star# I inf2stt) 
zb# = CDBL<LOGC1# I ap#)l * <a1star# I inf1s#) 
nstar# = (z5# - z6#) / Ca2star# - a1startt) 
z7# = rstar# I <sigmas#* SQRCnstar#)) 
pterda# = pstar# * CDBLCEXP<z7#)) 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
z8tt = CDBL<LOG<pterda# I p1#)) 
z9# = CDBLCLOGCpterda# I p2#)) 
inf1b# = pterda# * (z8# 1#) + p1# 
inf2b# = pterda# * <z9#- 1#) + p2# 
a1bar# = z8# I inf1b# 
a2bar# = z9# I inf2b** 
aa# = (a1bar# a2bar#) * alpha# I a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar#- a1bar#) *beta# I a2bartt 
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.. 
z12# = CDBL<LOGC1# / bb#ll * <a2bar# / lnf2b#l 
z1~# = CDBL<LOGC1# / aa#)) * <a1bar# / inf1b#) 
nbar# = (z12# - z13#l / Ca2bar# - a1bar#) 
y = a1bar# / <a1bar# - a2bar#) 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, idl 
rbar# = X# 
sigmab# = pterda# 
uint = LOGC1 / aa#) / LOG<pterda# / p1#) 
uslope = (pterda#- p1#) / LOGCpterda# / p1#) 
lslope = (p2# - pterda#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#l 
lint = LOGCbb#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#l 
capm = <uint- lint)/ <lslope- uslope) 
'print the exact properties for the poisson 2-sprt 
LPRINT .. EXACT PROPERTIES FOR THE POISSON 2-SPRT'' 
LPRINT 
LPR I NT USING .. LAMBDA 1 = ###. ###''; p1 # 
LPRINT USING .. LAMBDA 2 = ###,###"; p2# 
LP.R I NT USING .. ALPHA = #. ## .. ; a 1 ph a# 
LPRINT USING "BETA = #.##''; beta# 
LPRINT 
LPRINT " MU oc POWER ASN N95'' 
LPRINT ''----------------------------------------------
LPRINT 
FOR i = 1 TO 3 
























- p1 ** ) / 
+ inc 
+ .0001 
inc= (1 - p2**) / 5 
bot = p2# + inc 




FOR pO = bot TO top STEP inc 
mu = pO 
CALL POPROBC pO. pp( ) , rnaxx) 
CALL POWCoO. mu, lint, uint, lslope. uslope, alpha#, 





SUB POSHEET <p1~, p2~~ alpha~, beta#) 
•program starts to calculate lambd-terda 
'for the keifer-weiss problem 
&e = o 
b• = p1# + .005 
c• = p2# - .oo5 
r~ler# = 0 
abser# = .00001 
•call subprogram ZEROPO to obtain pstar 
CALL ZEROPO(b#, C#, abser#, reler#, iflag) 
IF iflag = 1 OR iflag = 2 THEN 
•pstar is lambda star 
pstar# = b# 
ELSE 
ee = 1 
END IF 
z1~ = CDBL<LOG<pstar# / p1#)) 
z2# = CDBLCLOG<pstar# / p2#)) 
inf1s# = pstar# * <z1# - 1#) + p1# 
1nf2s# = pstar# * <z2# - 1#) + p2# 
a1star# = z1# / inf1s# 
a2star# = z2# / inf2s# 
y• = a1star# / <a1star# - a2star#) 
'call subprogram NORTRY to get mustar 
CALL NORTRYCy#, X#, d#, id> 
'rstar is mustar 
rstar# = X# 
sigmas# = pstar# 
ap# = Ca1star# - a2star#) *alpha# / a1star# 
bp# = Ca2star# - a1star#) *beta# / a2star# 
z5# = CDBL<LOGC1# / bp#)) * Ca2star# / inf2s#) 
zb# = CDBL<LOGC1# / ap#)) * <a1star# / inf1s#) 
nstar# = <z5# - zb#) / <a2star# - a1star#) 
z7# = rstar# / <sigmas#* SQR<nstar#)) 
rterda# = pstar# * CDBL<EXP<z7#)) 
'find nbar by replacing pstar by pterda 
=8# = CDBL<LOG<pterda# / p1#)) 
z9# = CDBLCLOGCpterda# / p2#)) 
inf1b# = pterda# * <z6# 1#) + p1# 
inf2b# = pterda# * rzg# - 1#) + p2# 
~1bar# = z8# / inf1b# 
a2bar# = z9# / inf2b# 
aa# = Ca'bar# a2bar#) *alpha# / a1bar# 
bb# = <a2bar#- a1bar#) *beta#/ a2bar# 
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,.. .... ~L< LOG< 1 # / bb#)) * < a2bar# / inf2b#) 
z12# ~ ,..../;£LCLOG<1# / aa#)) * <a1bar# / inf1b#) 
z 1 3# "" - ; ;;;z1 2# - z 1 3# ) / < a2ba r# - a 1 bar# ) 
nbartt ~ .nit / <a 1 bar# - a2bar#) 
y = a1,., ..;~"(Cy#, X#, d#, id> 
CALL fKJ'Y/A* 
rbar• ' 1 pterda# 
s~grna~f #i·< 1 / aa#) / LOG< pterda# / p1 ~) 
u1nt ~ /pterda# - p1#) / LOGCpterda# / p1#) 
usloP~ • /p2# - pterda#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#) 
lslope 111;<bb#) / LOG<p2# / pterda#) 
lint~ ;,,int- lint>/ <lslope- uslope) 
capm ~ 
L I = 11ft; 
LS = 1 If. 1 NPe 
u ·r = u f ft, Le 
US = U1l 1 11' 
MA = t' 11 ttf'· 
LPRltrf ,..jl;ft-< 28); •• POISSON 2-SPRT .. 
LPRIN1 I 
LPRIN} -tAft(30l; "Lambda1 =··; p1#; •• Lambda2 
LPRINI ·tAJ3(32>; ••Alpha = .. ;alpha#;.. Beta 
LPRIN1 '. ) CALL t;Jftl r<LI, LS, UI, US, MA 
END Stlfl 





SUB sheet <LI, LS, UI, US, MA) 
900 LPRINf 
LPRINT .. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------,, 
LPRINT" SAMPLE"; TABC13>; "LOWER"; TAB<20); ''RUNNING"; 
LPRINT TAB<29); ''UPPER"; TAB<43>; ''SAMPLE"; TABC52>; 
LPR I NT "LOWER .. ; TAB< 59>; ''RUNNING .. ; TAB< 69); ''UPPER" 
LPRINT" NUMBER"; TAB<13>; "BOUND''; TAB<20>; "TOTAL''; 
LPRINT TABC29>; "BOUND"; TAB<43>; .. NUMBER''; TAB<52>; 
LPRINT "BOUND"; TAB< 59); ''TOTAL .. ; TAB< 69 >; "BOUND" 
LPRINT "------------------------------------------------" ------------------------------" 
LPRINT 
X = 51 
FOR R = 1 TO 50 
IF R < MA THEN 
• LB1 = CLNG<LI ... CR * LS)) 
UB1 = CLNG<UI ... <R * us)) 
ELSE 
LB1 = 0 
UB1 = 0 
END IF 
IF R < MA AND X < MA THEN 
LB2 = CLNG<LI ... <X * LS)) 
UB2 = CLNG<UI + <X* US>> 
ELSE 
LB2 = 0 
UB2 = 0 
END IF 
9 0 5 L PR I NT TAB< 5 > ; R ; T A 8 < 1 3 ); LB 1 ; TAB C 2 0 ) ; "-----" ; 
T ABC 29); UB1 ; 
LPRINT TABC44); X; TABC52>; LB2; TAB<59); " _____ "; 
TA8(69>; UB2; 
X = X + 1 
NEXT R 
910 END SUB 
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SUB NORTRY Cp#, X#, d#, i--d) STATIC 
• sub pro g r arn " nor try •• to ;:: i n d rn us tar 
iF = o 
X# = 99999999 





IF p# < 0 THEN 
GOTO 1 





ie = -1 
GOTO 13 
IF ( p# - 1 ** ) < 0 THEN 
GOTO 7 





X = -<19999999 
d# = 0** 
GOTO 1 3 
rHEN 
7 d# = p# 





8 d** = 1# - d** 
9 T2tt = LOGC1tt / Cdtt * rl~)) 
Ttt = SQRC T2#) 
first# = 2.515517 + .H02853 * T# + 
.010328 * T2** 
second** = 1 ! + 1 • 4327/Jf.; * T# + • 189269 * 
T2# + • 0013!18 * T# * T2:t:~: 
X# = T# - first# / se•·ond# 





1 1 Xtt -1 * X# 
1 2 d:tt = • 3989432** * EXPi ·- 1 * X * X / 2! ) 
13 END SUB 
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SUB POW <pO. mu, lint, uint, lslope, uslope, alpha#, 
beta#, pp( ) , maxx > 
DIM probC3, 1000>, T<2, 1000) 
CLS 
qO = 1 - pO 
FOR i = 1 TO 1000 
FOR j = 1 TO 3 
prob( j, i ) = 0 
NEXT j 
NEXT i 
llim1 = 0 
ulim1 = 0 
T< 1 , 1 ) = 1 
lastn = 0 
lastt = 
FOR n = TO 1000 
llim2 = INT<lint + n * lslope + .99999) 
IF llim2 < 0 THEN llim2 = 0 
ulim2 = INTCuint + n * uslope) 
IF lastt = 1 THEN 
prest = 2 
ELSE 
prest = 1 
END IF 
times = ulim2 - llim2 + 1 
FOR i = 1 TO times 
T<prest, i) = 0 
NEXT i 
FOR j = llim1 TO ulim1 
unum = ulim2 - j 
IF unum > maxx THEN unum = maxx 
lnum = llim2 - j 
IF lnum < 0 THEN lnum = 0 
from = j - llim1 + 1 
FOR i = lnum TO unum 
index = i + j - llim2 + 1 
TCprest, index)= T<prest, index)+ TClastt, from) 
* pp( 1 ' i + 1 ) 
NEXT i 
prob<2, n) = prob(2. nl + Tflastt, from)* 
r1- pp<2, unum+ 1)) 
IF lnum > 0 THEN 
prob(1, n) = probC1, n) + TClastt, froml * ppC2, lnurn) 
NEXT j 
find = 0 
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FOR i = 11im2 TO ulim2 
chk = i - llim2 + 1 
find = find+ T<prest, chk) 
NEXT i 
prob( 3, n > = prob( 1 , n) + prob< 2, n ) 
IF find < .00001 THEN GOTO 21 
u 1 im 1 = u 1 im 2 
11 im 1 = 11 im 2 
1astt = prest 
NEXT n 
maxn = 1000 
GOTO 22 
LOCATE 8, 12 
21 PRINT n 
maxn = n 
22 oc = 0 
power = 0 
EN = 0 
chk = 0 
find = 0 
FOR i = 1 TO maxn 
oc = oc + prob( 1 , i ) 
power= power+ prob<2, i) 
EN= EN+ prob(3, i) * i 
find= find+ prob<3, i) 
IF find < .95 THEN GOTO 30 
IF chk = 0 THEN n95 = i 
chk = 1 
30 NEXT i 
LOCATE 11, 12 
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